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Pure economic loss is a kind of loss which is popularly seen in modern society. 
The problem of damages for pure economic loss is a popular topic in modern 
comparative law. The characters of invisibility, pilosity, chain quality and great cost 
lead to the special treating systems of pure economic loss, there are different kinds of 
treating models in different countries. Is pure economic deserved damages? If pure 
economic loss are to be given damages, what’s its reason in jurisprudence? What’s its 
range? If it is not, then what’s the reason? How to relieve the party who suffered pure 
economic loss? All these are problems to be settled. Pure economic loss is popular in 
our country now, if there is no treating system to this kind of loss, then how can we 
settle this problem when it happens? how can we allow damages to the sufferers? This 
thesis will focus on the damages for pure economic loss through analyzing some 
relative aspects of pure economic loss, observing the treating models in 
Anglo-American law system and continental law system, hoping to use it for 
reference in solving the problem of damages for pure economic loss in our country 
and give some advice on the tort law being drafted. 
Except for the foreword and concluding, the thesis includes four chapters, each 
chapter deals with an aspect of the problem. 
In Chapter one, the author will first list some definitions of pure economic loss 
by different scholars. Because of its different characters, different scholars have 
different definitions to pure economic loss. Through comparing different definitions 
by different scholars, we will be able to get some hint from them, then the author 
gives definition to the concept of pure economic loss through combining useful ideas 
from the definitions listed, after that the thesis will list special aspects of pure 
economic loss, then compare pure economic loss with some relative concepts, and 
finally classify different types of pure economic loss to make the concept of pure 
economic loss clear. 
In Chapter two, the author will introduce the treating models of pure economic 














different characters of them, see how it changed in history and find its reasons, then 
summarize the practices adopted in our country in dealing with pure economic loss, 
and compare the different practices, especially the treating model adopted in Anglo 
–American law system and analyze it, hoping to use it for reference. 
Chapter three deals with the exclusive rule of pure economic loss, the author first 
lists the reasons used by some scholars in reasoning the adoption of it, then the author  
will reconsider the exclusive rule and give the reasons by analyzing causation in pure 
economic loss and analyze it in legal economics. In the thesis it shows that the 
adoption of exclusive rule in general in dealing with damages for pure economic loss 
is reasonable, then states the necessity and importance in aspects of theory and 
practice of adopting exclusive rule for pure economic loss. 
Chapter four deals with the suggested tort law of china that is being drafted and 
studies some of the articles concerning pure economic loss, the author hold the point 
of view that exclusive rule should be adopted in dealing with damages for pure 
economic loss, it is allowed only in some special conditions. In future tort law of 
China, pure economic loss can be given damages only in certain conditions and the 
law should have provisions in its articles that is clear and explicit. 
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所谓“纯经济损失”，在英语中称为“pure economic loss”或“pecuniary loss”，
在 德 语 中 称 为 纯 粹 经 济 损 害 （ blosse Vermoegensschaden 或 者 reine 
Vermoeginsschaden），它是指行为人的行为给他人造成的人身伤害和有形财产损
害之外的经济损失。但是，对于什么是纯经济损失却从未有过完整而清晰的厘定，




1．《瑞典赔偿法》（Swedish Statute on Damages）第 2 条规定：“根据本法，
纯粹金钱上损失是一种在任何方面与人身伤害和财产损害都没有关联的经济损
失。”（pure pecuniary loss according to this Act is such economic loss as is not in any 
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